In 2014 the District received $5,219,641 in revenues, 66% of which came from property and replacement taxes. The District expended $5,137,493 with general government expenses at 30% being the largest share. The District received $82,148 in revenues more than it expended.

Major Capital and Land Expenditures for 2014 include:

- $212,087 for Kickapoo Rail Trail Engineering
- $164,539 to acquire new property
- $151,621 to acquire capital equipment
- $54,307 to replace Museum of the Grand Prairie Main Gallery Exhibit

2014 Revenues

2014 Expenses

Mission Statement

We conserve, preserve and restore natural areas.
We provide cultural, historical and environmental opportunities.
We provide compatible outdoor recreation experiences.
Since 1935, the Champaign County Forest Preserve District has consistently focused on ensuring protection of our valuable natural resources, preserving our heritage, and providing recreational opportunities for everyone. Again in 2014, I had the privilege of presiding over a very dedicated five-member, all volunteer Board, who continued this very important vision for the District. One of our goals for 2014 was to move the District forward in a manner consistent with the needs of residents. With your help, we completed a very comprehensive assessment survey and found that trails and natural areas topped the list of needs. This survey and our recently completed strategic plan, will serve as a guide over the next several years, to help us provide a positive experience to all visitors to our preserves while insuring that we remain fiscally sustainable.
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The Forest Preserve Friends Foundation is a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) organization that was established in 1983 to support the conservation, recreation, and education goals of the Champaign County Forest Preserve District. Grants and donations received by the Foundation allow the District to acquire and preserve natural areas, conduct cultural and environmental education programming, and undertake capital projects that improve the quality of life. The Foundation assists the District each year by holding events to raise public awareness and funding for forest preserve projects and activities.

The Foundation’s strategic plan created three funding priorities for 2014:

Development of the Kickapoo Rail Trail.
Restoration of the pond & waterfall at the Mabery Gelvin Botanical Garden.
The acquisition & preservation of natural areas.

The Forest Preserve Friends Foundation had a banner year in 2014. Gifts to the non-profit, made in the form of cash, stock, and in-kind contributions, were up 40% over the previous year. Also in 2014, the Foundation sponsored its first annual River to Rail Ride, a bicycle tour with routes between Middle Fork River Forest Preserve and Kickapoo State Park. The one-day event raised more than $5,000 for the construction of the Kickapoo Rail Trail.

The Natural Resources Department has focused on restoration and maintenance of savanna and open woodland ecosystems over the past year. At Homer Lake, a savanna seed mix was spread out over 6 acres. A diverse mix of native flowers and grasses will keep these areas less susceptible to future weed infestations, provide better wildlife habitat, and be more aesthetically pleasing for visitors. During the winter, crews worked to remove invasive woody plants, such as bush honeysuckle, Callery pear, and autumn olive from over 70 acres of our savannas and woodlands. For example, Flicker Woods at Homer Lake, one of CCFPD’s highest quality woodlands, now has a 14 acre buffer against invasion. Long-term maintenance of savanna and woodland ecosystems varies from site to site. An area like the Odle Trail woodland, with a history of some grazing, can be expected to rebound with native understory flora expanding, now that invasives have been removed. Natural Resources staff spread the seed of woodland species over 20 acres that had previously been cleared of invasive species at three Preserves. Staff also continued to supplement reforestation efforts by adding native tree and shrub seedlings to areas previously planted with seed at Buffalo Trace and Homer Lake. While it may be a while before you can enjoy a walk in the woods at these sites, please visit each of the sites mentioned here in order to gain appreciation for the dynamic processes of restoring and recreating savanna and woodland habitats in Champaign County.
COMMUNITY SURVEY

In 2014, we heard from you and other Champaign County Residents about the needs of our community through and independent survey administered by Leisure Vision. A few of the highlights include:

**BEING IN NATURE**
- is the number one reason that individuals enjoy their outdoor experience in any park or preserve.

**TRAILS**
- are the most used amenity at the District.

**HIKING & PAVED TRAILS**
- are the top two most recognized areas to develop further at the District.

**AN EXCELLENT EXPERIENCE**
- 72% of respondents rated their experience with the District as above average or excellent.

**FORESTS & FISHING**
- are important areas to increase at the District as recognized by residents.

The purpose of the survey was to establish priorities for future improvements of our natural lands, trails, recreational areas and amenities. This survey provided the basis for our 2015 strategic planning process that will guide us over the next five years.

NEWS OF NOTE

**KICKAPOO RAIL TRAIL**

Trail engineering was the main priority for 2014. Local engineering firm Fehr Graham, guided us through a lengthy process to ensure the best case scenario for the trail. The highlight for the team included designing bridges that will cross the Salt Fork and Vermilion Rivers. A considerable effort by three different foundations proved successful in fundraising for the first phases of construction. If all goes well, construction could begin in 2016.

**GRANTS**

In 2014 state and federal grants were awarded that will assist the District in completing several major capital projects. From the Illinois Department of Transportation, two federal transportation enhancement grants were awarded:

1) $1.84 million to assist with the first stage of construction of the Kickapoo Rail Trail.

2) $294,000 for the construction of a path on the west side of Lake of the Woods. In its entirety, the RT 47 path will allow for non-motorized transit from downtown Mahomet to the residential subdivision north of the forest preserve.

Also awarded was a $238,000 grant from the Illinois Department of Natural Resources for reconstructing the Large Artifact Storage wing of the Museum of the Grand Prairie. In addition, a grant from the Illinois Department of Public Health allowed us to keep visitor safety as our highest priority, through the purchase of an AED for the Homer Lake Interpretive Center.

**FOOTGOLF**

In mid-July Lake of the Woods opened a 9-hole FootGolf Course located on our Par-3. FootGolf is played with regular golf rules but with soccer balls and your feet instead of golf clubs. Players kick off from a tee box and attempt to get their soccer ball into a 21-inch diameter cup using the fewest number of kicks. FootGolf can be played by children and adults. If you can kick a soccer ball you can play, no running is required! Foot Golf generated $2,817 in revenue for 2014.

**BOAT RENTALS**

Lake of the Woods offers boat rentals on weekends and holidays from Memorial Day weekend through Labor Day. Rentals are for 30-minutes and the cost is $6. Group rentals are available for $100/hr.

We currently offer two flat bottom john boats (good for fishing), one two-person kayak, and one single person kayak and 17 pedal boats for rent. Personal flotation devices are supplied. Revenue has increased from $2,604 in 2012 to $6,900 in 2014.

**LAND ACQUISITION**

A beautiful 28 acres of forested area was added to the District’s landholdings in 2014 near the Homer Lake Forest Preserve. The parcel provides both natural and recreational value to the District. It protects a portion of the Salt Fork River and helps buffer the unique resources found at Sylvester Woods.

STAFF TRANSITIONS

**FULL-TIME TRANSITIONS:**
- Jan Minks Runion
  - Human Resources Generalist
- Edward Hutchinson
  - Middle Fork Maintenance Worker II
- Angie Clayton
  - Customer Service Specialist
- Susan Voskuil
  - Education Program Specialist
- Mike Fry
  - Construction Manager
- Brad Nelson
  - Natural Resources Technician

**PART-TIME TRANSITIONS:**
- Ellen Andrews
  - Customer Service/Retail Associate (Museum)
- Megan McCoy
  - Registrar (Museum)

**THANK YOU TO:**
- Sally Prunty
  - Planning Director
- Bryan Stevens
  - Construction Manager
- Nate Hudson
  - Natural Resources Technician
- Tom Meachum
  - Museum Registrar
- Megan McKenna
  - Customer Service/Marketing Assistant

**BEING IN NATURE**
- is the number one reason that individuals enjoy their outdoor experience in any park or preserve.

**TRAILS**
- are the most used amenity at the District.

**HIKING & PAVED TRAILS**
- are the top two most recognized areas to develop further at the District.

**AN EXCELLENT EXPERIENCE**
- 72% of respondents rated their experience with the District as above average or excellent.

**FORESTS & FISHING**
- are important areas to increase at the District as recognized by residents.

The purpose of the survey was to establish priorities for future improvements of our natural lands, trails, recreational areas and amenities. This survey provided the basis for our 2015 strategic planning process that will guide us over the next five years.
Over 5,784 volunteer hours!

Thank You!

Our volunteers were hard at work in 2014 logging over 5,784 hours throughout the District. They served in various capacities: in the field, as trail stewards, with our education programs, and administratively. Our Foundation, Board of Commissioners, Freedom Fest, and Citizens Advisory Committee are all volunteers.

Based on the current rate at which volunteer time is valued in the state of Illinois, the gross financial contribution made by volunteers to CCFDP in 2014 was over $139,277.

New Exhibits Keep Visitors Coming Back

• Our first annual exhibit, Passenger Pigeons, was enthusiastically received! Over 160 people contributed a creative ‘Promise to Nature’ to the exhibit, creating a ‘flock’ of pigeons overhead.

• We also recently completed a new multi-media exhibit: A Land Shaped by Ice & Fire: The Grand Prairie.

In 2014 we worked with a UIUC class to conduct an Initial Needs Assessment for the facility.
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Our volunteers were hard at work in 2014 logging over 5,784 hours throughout the District. They served in various capacities: in the field, as trail stewards, with our education programs, and administratively. Our Foundation, Board of Commissioners, Freedom Fest, and Citizens Advisory Committee are all volunteers.

Based on the current rate at which volunteer time is valued in the state of Illinois, the gross financial contribution made by volunteers to CCFDP in 2014 was over $139,277.

New in 2014:
- A Gardening Lecture series, environmental summer camp—Shutterbugs, and the first ever preschool and School’s Out programs at the Museum of the Grand Prairie. For the first time, our Nature of Winter program reached 11 kindergarten classrooms from Middletown Early Childhood Center! Also new this year, we co-sponsored a new Fall Archaeology Lecture and Explore Archaeology Day with the East Central Illinois Archaeology Society and the Illinois State Archaeology Survey.
- Special exhibit, “Home Grown: Gardening Yesterday and Today” including a component in the Discovery Garden!

We’re new from top to toe too! The Museum of the Grand Prairie got an all new roof this year and the beautiful pine floors in the main galleries were brought back to their original beauty. The Homer Lake Interpretive Center received a much-needed HVAC system too.

Middle Fork River Forest Preserve had yet another blockbuster year. With booked weekends and busier weekday visitation, improvements being made inside the campground really showed. Due to increased marketing campaigns, we noted campers coming from farther destinations to stay with us, enjoying the unique properties the Middle Fork has to offer. The majority of visitors use the online system for booking, noting its ease of use.

Trail Development - More access to the Middle Fork River Forest Preserve has always been needed. We have started this journey in 2014 with an ADA trail on the north end of the property.

We Have Doubled Our Impact! We are very excited to report that visitation and programs administered out of the Interpretive Center have doubled as compared to a few years ago. And we fully expect this trend to continue!

New Exhibits Keep Visitors Coming Back
- Our first annual exhibit, Passenger Pigeons, was enthusiastically received! Over 160 people contributed a creative ‘Promise to Nature’ to the exhibit, creating a ‘flock’ of pigeons overhead.
- We also recently completed a new multi-media exhibit: A Land Shaped by Ice & Fire: The Grand Prairie.

In 2014 we worked with a UIUC class to conduct an Initial Needs Assessment for the facility.
Trail engineering was the main priority for 2014. Local engineering firm Fehr Graham guided us through a lengthy process to ensure the best case scenario for the trail. The highlight for the team included designing bridges that will cross the Salt Fork and Vermilion Rivers. A considerable effort by three different foundations proved successful in fundraising for the first phases of construction. If all goes well, construction could begin in 2016.

In 2014 state and federal grants were awarded that will assist the District in completing several major capital projects. From the Illinois Department of Transportation, two federal transportation enhancement grants were awarded:

1) $1.84 million to assist with the first stage of construction of the Kickapoo Rail Trail.
2) $294,000 for the construction of a path on the west side of Lake of the Woods. In its entirety, the RT 47 path will allow for non-motorized transit from downtown Mahomet to the residential subdivision north of the forest preserve.

Also awarded was a $238,000 grant from the Illinois Department of Natural Resources for reconstructing the Large Artifact Storage wing of the Museum of the Grand Prairie. In addition, a grant from the Illinois Department of Public Health allowed us to keep visitor safety as our highest priority, through the purchase of an AED for the Homer Lake Interpretive Center.

Lake of the Woods offers boat rentals on weekends and holidays from Memorial Day weekend through Labor Day. Rentals are for 30-minutes and the cost is $6. Group rentals are available for $100/hr.

We currently offer two flat bottom john boats (good for fishing), one two-person kayak, and one single person kayak and 17 pedal boats for rent. Personal flotation devices are supplied. Revenue has increased from $2,604 in 2012 to $6,900 in 2014.

In mid-July Lake of the Woods opened a 9-hole FootGolf Course located on our Par-3. FootGolf is played with regular golf rules but with soccer balls and your feet instead of golf clubs. Players kick off from a tee box and attempt to get their soccer ball into a 21-inch diameter cup using the fewest number of kicks. FootGolf can be played by children and adults. If you can kick a soccer ball you can play, no running is required! Foot Golf generated $2,817 in revenue for 2014.

---

**COMMUNITY SURVEY**

In 2014, we heard from you and other Champaign County Residents about the needs of our community through and independent survey administered by Leisure Vision. A few of the highlights include:

- **BEING IN NATURE**
  - is the number one reason that individuals enjoy their outdoor experience in any park or preserve.

- **TRAILS**
  - are the most used amenity at the District.

- **HIKING & PAVED TRAILS**
  - are the top two most recognized areas to develop further at the District.

- **AN EXCELLENT EXPERIENCE**
  - 72% of respondents rated their experience with the District as above average or excellent.

- **FORESTS & FISHING**
  - are important areas to increase at the District as recognized by residents.

The purpose of the survey was to establish priorities for future improvements of our natural lands, trails, recreational areas and amenities. This survey provided the basis for our 2015 strategic planning process that will guide us over the next five years.
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**STAFF TRANSITIONS**

**FULL-TIME TRANSITIONS:**

- Jan Minks Runion: Human Resources Generalist
- Edward Hutchinson: Middle Fork Maintenance Worker II
- Angie Clayton: Customer Service Specialist
- Susan Voskuil: Education Program Specialist
- Mike Fry: Construction Manager
- Brad Nelson: Natural Resources Technician
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- Ellen Andrews: Customer Service/Retail Associate (Museum)
- Megan McCoy: Registrar (Museum)
- Sally Prunty: Planning Director
- Bryan Stevens: Construction Manager
- Nate Hudson: Natural Resources Technician
- Tom Meachum: Museum Registrar
- Megan McKenna: Customer Service/Marketing Assistant

**THANK YOU TO:**

- Bryan Stevens, Construction Manager
- Nate Hudson, Natural Resources Technician
- Megan McKenna, Customer Service/Marketing Assistant

---

**NEWS OF NOTE**

**KICKAPOO RAIL TRAIL**

In 2014, trail engineering was the main priority for 2014. Local engineering firm Fehr Graham guided us through a lengthy process to ensure the best case scenario for the trail. The highlight for the team included designing bridges that will cross the Salt Fork and Vermilion Rivers. A considerable effort by three different foundations proved successful in fundraising for the first phases of construction. If all goes well, construction could begin in 2016.

**FOOTGOLF**

In mid-July Lake of the Woods opened a 9-hole FootGolf Course located on our Par-3. FootGolf is played with regular golf rules but with soccer balls and your feet instead of golf clubs. Players kick off from a tee box and attempt to get their soccer ball into a 21-inch diameter cup using the fewest number of kicks. FootGolf can be played by children and adults. If you can kick a soccer ball you can play, no running is required! Foot Golf generated $2,817 in revenue for 2014.

**GRANTS**

In 2014 state and federal grants were awarded that will assist the District in completing several major capital projects. From the Illinois Department of Transportation, two federal transportation enhancement grants were awarded:

1) $1.84 million to assist with the first stage of construction of the Kickapoo Rail Trail.
2) $294,000 for the construction of a path on the west side of Lake of the Woods. In its entirety, the RT 47 path will allow for non-motorized transit from downtown Mahomet to the residential subdivision north of the forest preserve.

Also awarded was a $238,000 grant from the Illinois Department of Natural Resources for reconstructing the Large Artifact Storage wing of the Museum of the Grand Prairie. In addition, a grant from the Illinois Department of Public Health allowed us to keep visitor safety as our highest priority, through the purchase of an AED for the Homer Lake Interpretive Center.

**LAND ACQUISITION**

A beautiful 28 acres of forested area was added to the District’s landholdings in 2014 near the Homer Lake Forest Preserve. The parcel provides both natural and recreational value to the District. It protects a portion of the Salt Fork River and helps buffer the unique resources found at Sylvester Woods.

**BEING IN NATURE**

- is the number one reason that individuals enjoy their outdoor experience in any park or preserve.

- **TRAILS**
  - are the most used amenity at the District.

- **HIKING & PAVED TRAILS**
  - are the top two most recognized areas to develop further at the District.

- **AN EXCELLENT EXPERIENCE**
  - 72% of respondents rated their experience with the District as above average or excellent.

- **FORESTS & FISHING**
  - are important areas to increase at the District as recognized by residents.

The purpose of the survey was to establish priorities for future improvements of our natural lands, trails, recreational areas and amenities. This survey provided the basis for our 2015 strategic planning process that will guide us over the next five years.
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Trail engineering was the main priority for 2014. Local engineering firm Fehr Graham, guided us through a lengthy process to ensure the best case scenario for the trail. The highlight for the team included designing bridges that will cross the Salt Fork and Vermilion Rivers. A considerable effort by three different foundations proved successful in fundraising for the first phases of construction. If all goes well, construction could begin in 2016.

**GRANTS**

In 2014 state and federal grants were awarded that will assist the District in completing several major capital projects. From the Illinois Department of Transportation, two federal transportation enhancement grants were awarded:

1) $1.84 million to assist with the first stage of construction of the Kickapoo Rail Trail.
2) $294,000 for the construction of a path on the west side of Lake of the Woods. In its entirety, the RT 47 path will allow for non-motorized transit from downtown Mahomet to the residential subdivision north of the forest preserve.

Also awarded was a $238,000 grant from the Illinois Department of Natural Resources for reconstructing the Large Artifact Storage wing of the Museum of the Grand Prairie. In addition, a grant from the Illinois Department of Public Health allowed us to keep visitor safety as our highest priority, through the purchase of an AED for the Homer Lake Interpretive Center.

**FOOTGOLF**

In mid-July Lake of the Woods opened a 9-hole FootGolf Course located on our Par-3. FootGolf is played with regular golf rules but with soccer balls and your feet instead of golf clubs. Players kick off from a tee box and attempt to get their soccer ball into a 21-inch diameter cup using the fewest number of kicks. FootGolf can be played by children and adults. If you can kick a soccer ball you can play, no running is required! Foot Golf generated $2,817 in revenue for 2014.

**LAND ACQUISITION**

A beautiful 28 acres of forested area was added to the District’s landholdings in 2014 near the Homer Lake Forest Preserve. The parcel provides both natural and recreational value to the District. It protects a portion of the Salt Fork River and helps buffer the unique resources found at Sylvester Woods.

**BEING IN NATURE**

- is the number one reason that individuals enjoy their outdoor experience in any park or preserve.

- **TRAILS**
  - are the most used amenity at the District.

- **HIKING & PAVED TRAILS**
  - are the top two most recognized areas to develop further at the District.

- **AN EXCELLENT EXPERIENCE**
  - 72% of respondents rated their experience with the District as above average or excellent.

- **FORESTS & FISHING**
  - are important areas to increase at the District as recognized by residents.

The purpose of the survey was to establish priorities for future improvements of our natural lands, trails, recreational areas and amenities. This survey provided the basis for our 2015 strategic planning process that will guide us over the next five years.
Since 1935, the Champaign County Forest Preserve District has consistently focused on ensuring protection of our valuable natural resources, preserving our heritage, and providing recreational opportunities for everyone. Again in 2014, I had the privilege of presiding over a very dedicated five-member, all volunteer Board, who continued this very important vision for the District. One of our goals for 2014 was to move the District forward in a manner consistent with the needs of residents. With your help, we completed a very comprehensive assessment survey and found that trails and natural areas topped the list of needs. This survey and our recently completed strategic plan, will serve as a guide over the next several years, to help us provide a positive experience to all visitors to our preserves while insuring that we remain fiscally sustainable.

Dr. Christopher  M. White

Lake of the Woods • Middle Fork River • Homer Lake • River Bend • Sangamon River • Kickapoo Rail Trail

The Forest Preserve Friends Foundation had a banner year in 2014. Gifts to the non-profit, made in the form of cash, stock, and in-kind contributions, were up 40% over the previous year. Also in 2014, the Foundation sponsored its first annual River to Rail Ride, a bicycle tour with routes between Middle Fork River Forest Preserve and Kickapoo State Park. The one-day event raised more than $5,000 for the construction of the Kickapoo Rail Trail.

The Natural Resources Department has focused on restoration and maintenance of savanna and open woodland ecosystems over the past year. At Homer Lake, a savanna seed mix was spread out over 6 acres. A diverse mix of native flowers and grasses will keep these areas less susceptible to future weed infestations, provide better wildlife habitat, and be more aesthetically pleasing for visitors.

During the winter, crews worked to remove invasive woody plants, such as bush honeysuckle, Callery pear, and autumn olive from over 70 acres of our savannas and woodlands. For example, Flicker Woods at Homer Lake, one of CCFPD’s highest quality woodlands, now has a 14 acre buffer against invasion.

The Foundation’s strategic plan created three funding priorities for 2014:

- Development of the Kickapoo Rail Trail.
- Restoration of the pond & waterfall at the Mabery Gelvin Botanical Garden.
- The acquisition & preservation of natural areas.

The Forest Preserve Friends Foundation is a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) organization that was established in 1983 to support the conservation, recreation, and education goals of the Champaign County Forest Preserve District. Grants and donations received by the Foundation allow the District to acquire and preserve natural areas, conduct cultural and environmental education programming, and undertake capital projects that improve the quality of life. The Foundation assists the District each year by holding events to raise public awareness and funding for forest preserve projects and activities.
In 2014 the District received $5,219,641 in revenues, 66% of which came from property and replacement taxes. The District expended $5,137,493 with general government expenses at 30% being the largest share. The District received $82,148 in revenues more than it expended.

Major Capital and Land Expenditures for 2014 include:

- $212,087 for Kickapoo Rail Trail Engineering
- $164,539 to acquire new property
- $151,621 to acquire capital equipment
- $54,307 to replace Museum of the Grand Prairie Main Gallery Exhibit

2014 Revenues:
- Taxes
- Golf
- Grants & Donations
- Capital
- Merchandise
- Other User Fees
- Miscellaneous

Total 2014 Revenues: $5,219,641

2014 Expenses:
- General Government
- Capital
- Recreation
- Facility Operations
- Education
- Environment
- Debt Service

Total 2014 Expenses: $5,137,493

Mission Statement:
We conserve, preserve and restore natural areas, We provide cultural, historical and environmental opportunities, We provide compatible outdoor recreation experiences.